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ABSTRACT 
The paper is concerned with continuity properties of nonlinear superposition operators generated 
by multi-valued functions f: Q x Rm +9(P) between ideal spaces (Banach lattices) of vector 
functions. In particular, sufficient conditions on the spaces X and Y are given under which any 
superposition operator from X into .V( Y) is continuous. 
In a previous paper [l] we studied boundedness conditions for nonlinear 
superposition operators generated by multi-valued functions (“multis”). As a 
matter of fact, the main boundedness properties of superposition operators 
between two ideal spaces X and Y are due to certain analytical properties of the 
“source space” X. On the other hand, continuity properties are basically en- 
sured by certain regularity properties of the “target space” Y (for precise 
definitions, see below). Recall that, in contrast to linear operators, nonlinear 
superposition operators may be bounded without being continuous, or con- 
tinuous without being bounded. 
This paper may be viewed as a continuation of [I], as well as a generalization 
and extension of some results from [2] to the higher-dimensional multi-valued 
case (see also Chapter 2 of [3]). However, this generalization is not straight- 
forward, since several new interesting features occur when passing from scalar 
equations to system, and from single-valued maps to multis. 
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1. MULTIVALUED SUPERPOSITION OPERATORS 
We adopt the notation of [l]. In particular, we write .9(V) (resp. Bd( V), 
Cp(V), Cl( V),Cv( V)) for the class of all (resp. all bounded, closed, compact, 
convex) non-empty subsets of a metric linear space V, and h(A,B) = 
max{h+(A,B), h-(A,@} for the Hausdorff distance of two sets A, BE 
Bd Cl(V), where 
(1) h+(A, B) = sup dist(a, B), h-(4, B) = h+(B, A). 
UEA 
Moreover, for A, B E Cl( V) we put 
d(A,B) = i 2-j 
h(A n Bj( V), B n Bj( V)) 
J=I l+h(AnBj(V),BnBj(V))’ 
where B,(V) is the closed ball {x: d(x,O)~r}. 
Let Q be an arbitrary non-empty set, A some a-algebra of subsets of 52, ,D 
a complete non-negative a-finite and countably additive measure on A, and p* 
some normalized measure which is equivalent to ,D. 
As in [l], we denote by S(Q, Rk) the complete metric space of all (classes of) 
measurable functions on Q with values in Rk, equipped with the metric in- 
duced by convergence in measure (see e.g. [7]). 
A multi f: QX IRm + .9(F) is called sup-measurable if, for any (single- 
valued) function XE ,S(Q, R”), the multi 
(2) Fx(s) =f 6, x(s)) 
belongs to S(Q,P(R”)), i.e. is measurable in the usual sense [5], [6]. The 
superposition operator (or Nemytskij operator) Ns generated by f associates to 
each XE S(Q R”), by definition, the set of all measurable selections of the 
multi (2), i.e. 
(3) Nf(x) = { y : y E S(Q, IR”), y(s) E Fx(s) for almost all s E 52). 
Throughout this paper, our main attention will be paid to continuityproperties 
of the operators (1) and (2). Suppose that f takes only values in Cl(P). Since 
both S(Q, Cl(fR”)) and Cl(S(Q, R”)) are equipped with a natural metric induced 
by the metric on S(Q, R”), we may consider continuity of both (2) and (3). It 
turns out that this is actually the same; this follows from the following lemma 
which is implicitly contained in [ 151: 
LEMMA 1. Let f : 52 x IRm --t Cl(P) be a sup-measurable multi. Then 
Nf : S(Q, I?‘) -+ Cl(S(Q, I?“)) is continuous if and only if F: S(Q, W) + 
S(Q, Cl(P)) is continuous. 
For some purposes, it is useful to pass from a given multi f to certain exten- 
sions off which have “nicer” properties in some sense. Let us discuss two 
examples which will be useful in the sequel. 
Given a multi @ E S(Q, Cp(lRk)), let co @ be the multi defined by 
(4) co @J(S) = convex hull of Q(s). 
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As an easy consequence of the Castaing representation theorem (see [6]), we 
have then co GE S(sZ, Cp Cv(ll?)). Next, by:ci @ we denote the multi defined by 
(5) ci Q(s) = U {[@l(s) : f$(t) E Q(t) for almost all t E Q}, 
where 
(6) [~l(~)=co F@(~),@(~)I. 
It follows from the Carathkodory parametrization theorem (see again [6]) that 
then ci @J E S(Q, Cp(@)) as well. 
For what follows, we need a refinement of this. Recall that f: QX mm--+ 
Cl(P) is called a Carathkodory multi if f(s, e) is continuous for (almost) all 
SEO, andf( . ,u) is measurable for all u E lRm. It is well-known (see, e.g., [5]) 
that every Caratheodory multi is sup-measurable. Now, if f : D x [R” + Cp( KY) 
is Caratheodory, then cof( s, u) : Q + Cp(lR”) and cif( . , u) : Q + Cp(E?“) are 
both measurable, as observed above. Moreover, from the elementary estimates 
for the Hausdorff distance 
(7) h(co A, co B) I h(A, B) 
and 
(8) h(ci A, ci B) I h(A, B) 
(A, BE Cp(lR”)) it follows that cof(s, . ) : fRm --f Cp(P’) and cif(s, . ) : Rm -+ 
Cp(P) are both continuous. In this way, we have proved the following 
LEMMA 2. If f: Q x IRm + Cp(fR”) is a Carathkodory multi, then so are 
CO f: f2 x IR”’ + Cp Cv(R”) and cif: Q x fRm -+ Cp(lR”). 
Lemma 2 implies, in particular, the following simple but useful fact: if 
f: D x I?” --t Cp(P) is a Caratheodory multi, the superposition operators Ncof 
and Ncjf generated by the multis cof and cif, respectively, map the space 
S(0, IR”‘) into the space Cl(S(Q P)) and are continuous. 
2. CARATHJ?ODORY AND SHRAGIN MULTIS 
Apart from Caratheodory multis, there is another important class of sup- 
measurable multis. We call f: Q x fRm + Cl(P) a Shragin multi if there exists 
a null set No c Q such that, for any Bore1 set CE Cl(fR”), the set {(s, U) : s E D \ 
N,, u E IR”, f(s, u) L C} belongs to Jll@ 5T3,, the minimal product algebra 
generated by the sets ME& and the Bore1 subsets B of IRm. 
In the single-valued case, these functions have been introduced in [19] under 
the name standard functions. For the sake of completeness, we state the 
following relation between Caratheodory and Shragin multis which is proved 
in the same way as in the single-valued case [20]. 
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LEMMA 3. Every Caratheodory multi is a Shragin multi, and every Shragin 
multi is sup-measurable. 
In view of Lemma 3, the question arises, “to what extent” Shragin multis 
are more general than Caratheodory multis. The following theorems shows 
that, from the viewpoint of continuous superposition operators, these two 
classes actually coincide. 
THEOREM 1. Let f: Q x lRm + Cl(lR”) be a Shragin multi. Suppose that the 
superposition operator (3) generated by f is continuous in measure. Then f is 
actually a Caratheodory multi. 
PROOF. It suffices to show that, under the above hypotheses, f(s, . ) is con- 
tinuous, for almost all s E Q, on each closed ball B,(P). If this is not so, there 
is some Q > 0 and some 6> 0 such that the set 
D={s:s~n,li~~~u~d(f(s,u),f(s,v))~6) 
,u, < 
iu-ul-0 
has positive measure. For k = 1,2,3, . . . , consider the sets 
Iu--uI I l/k;d(f(s,u),f(s,u))r6}. 
Since f is a Shragin multi, every set D, belongs to &@BB,,,,, up to some null 
set N,Cfi?. By Sainte-Beuve’s selection theorem [18], we may find two 
sequences (u,)~ and (uk)k in S(Q, I?“) such that Iuk(.s)I, luk(s)l Q, IQ(S)- uk(s)I 5 
l/k, and d(f(s, uk(s)),f(s, u~(s)))L~. Denote by D, the set of all pairs 
(s, u) E Q x Rm such that uk,(s) -+ u for some subsequence (u~,)~, of (u~)~. Since 
D,=fi fi u {(s,u):~u~(s)-ul,Iu-ul<l/j}, 
J-1 k=j ueQm 
the set D, belongs to .M@ .?8,,, . Again by Sainte-Beuve’s theorem, there exists 
a function x, E S(D, If?“) whose graph is contained in D,, up to some null set 
N,CQ. Now, both sequences (PDu,), and (Pouk)k converge in measure to x,, 
where Pp denotes multiplication by the characteristic function of D, i.e. 
(9) P,x(s) = 
x(s) if seD, 
0 if s@D. 
Consequently, d(FPpu,, FPou,) converges in measure to zero, as k + 00. (It is 
here that we use the continuity of the superposition operator (3), together with 
Lemma 1.) But 
d(Fu, (s), FUI, 6)) 2 6 
on the subset DCQ of positive measure, a contradiction. 0 
We remark that Theorem 1 has been proved in the single-valued case in [21]. 
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As our proof shows, the same result holds iffis a multi from D x U into Cl( V), 
where U and V are separable complete metric spaces. 
3. CONTINUITY IN MEASURE 
Let f: 52 x fRm + Cl(P) be a sup-measurable multi. A basic problem in the 
theory of superposition operators is that of finding conditions, expressed in 
terms of the generating multi, and being possibly both necessary and sufficient, 
under which the superposition operator Nf generated by f is continuous in 
measure. Theorem 1 gives a partial answer to this problem in case f is a Shragin 
multi. Surprisingly enough, it is in fact possible to give a complete character- 
ization of all sup-measurable multis generating continuous (in measure) super- 
position operators. In the single-valued case, this problem has been solved in 
vi, wi, ]241. 
Given two sup-measurable multis f,g : Sz x I? -+ Cl(P) and a subset d c 
Q x R”‘, we call f and g sup-equivalent on A if 
(10) “m, x(s)) = g(s, x(s)) 
for almost all s E D and all functions XE S(Q, IR”) whose graphs are contained 
in the set A. In other words, on A =Qx Rm this means that f and g generate 
the same superposition operator. It is a striking fact that two sup-equivalent 
multis may be essentially different, even in the single-valued case! For example, 
in [lo] and, independently, in [9] the authors construct very exotic functions f 
(called “monsters”) which are almost everywhere equal to 1, on the one hand, 
but are sup-equivalent to the zero function f(.s, u) = 0, on the other. Although 
being sup-measurable, such functions may be neither Caratheodory nor 
Shragin functions, as is shown by the following 
LEMMA 4. Let f, g : 52 x I?“’ + Cl(P) be two Shragin multis which are sup- 
equivalent on 52 X Rm. Then f (s, u) = g(s, u) for almost all s E Q and all u E R”‘. 
PROOF. Denote by D the set of all (s, u) E B x Rm such that d( f (s, u), g(s, u)) > 
0. Since 
D= 6 {(s,u):d(f(s,u),g(s,u))zl/k}, 
X=l 
this set belongs to Jtrr@~Z?~, up to some null set N,,C 9. Using again Sainte- 
Beuve’s theorem, we find a measurable function x, which is defined on the 
projection D, of D onto Q \ N, and has its graph in D. We may extend x, onto 
the whole set Q, simply by putting x.+(s) E 0 for s E Q \ D,. Now, f(s,x,(s)) = 
g(s,x,(s)) almost everywhere on Q, since f and g are sup-equivalent on Q x lRm, 
hence d(f(s, x,(s)), g(s, x*(s))) = 0 almost everywhere on 52. But both f and g 
take closed values in IR”, and thus the assertion follows. 0 
It is not hard to see that Caratheodory multis are not only sup-measurable, 
but generate superposition operators which are even continuous in measure. 
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The problem arises if the converse is also true: given a sup-measurable multi 
f such that the corresponding superposition operator NJ is continuous in 
measure, can we conclude that f is Caratheodory? As Theorem 1 shows, the 
answer is positive within the class of Shragin multis. For general sup- 
measurable multis, however, this was a longstanding open problem (even in the 
single-valued case), called the Nemytskij conjecture by some people [9]. This 
conjecture has been disproved by the existence of monsters. Nevertheless, “up 
to sup-equivalence” this conjecture is in fact true. This is the assertion of the 
main continuity result of this section, which we state now as 
THEOREM 2. Let f : Q x IF -+ Cl(P) be a sup-measurable multi. Then the 
superposition operator Nf : S(Q, If?“) + CI(S(Q, I?“)) is continuous if and onfy 
if there exists a Caratheodory multi J: Q x R”’ + Cl(IR”) such that f and J are 
sup-equivalent. 
PROOF. The proof follows from the analogous result of A.V. Ponosov [16] in 
the single-valued case, and from the fact that one may reduce the multi-valued 
to the single-valued case, by Lemma 1. 0 
4. SOME AUXILIARY LEMMAS 
Recall that a Banach space XC S(s2, @) with norm /I . IIx is called ideal space 
if the relations XE X and 8 E L,(Q, R) (the essentially bounded scalar functions 
on 8) imply that also 8x~ X and II&&s IIBllL, llxllX (see [27], [28]). In the 
scalar case k = 1 this simply means that, for any x E X, all functions y E S(sZ, R) 
with I y I 5 Jx I also belong to X (see [ 131, [25], [27]). Important examples of ideal 
spaces are the Lebesgue spaces L,, the Orlicz spaces L,, and the Lorentz 
spaces A, and Marcinkiewicz spaces A4, which are of great importance in in- 
terpolation theory. The purpose of this section is to study continuity properties 
of the superposition operator (3) between two ideal spaces. To this end, we need 
some auxiliary lemmas. First of all, we make a simple statement on the exten- 
sions co f and ci f defined in Section 1. 
LEMMA 5. Let f : Q x Rm + Cp(lR”) be a sup-measurable multi. Suppose that 
the corresponding superposition operator Nr maps X into Bd Cl(Y), where X 
and Y are two ideal spaces. Then the superposition operators Ncor and Ncif 
generated by the multis co f and cif, respectively, also map X into Bd Cl( Y). 
Moreover, if Nf is continuous at some point x E X, then Ncof and Ncif are also 
continuous at x. 
PROOF. Let XES(Q, tRm) be fixed. By Caratheodory’s parametrization 
theorem [6], a function y E S(a, IR”) is a selection of the multi co f( . ,x( . )) if 
and only if 
Y(s) = c qk (skk 6) 1 zk 6) Ef (s, x(s)) 1 
k=l 
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for almost all SE 52. Similarly, YES(Q, R”) is a selection of the multi 
cif( . ,x( . )) if and only if 
As) = rl(s)z(s), z(s) Ef(S, x(s)), IV(S) I 5 1 
for almost all s E Q. This proves the first assertion, since Y is an ideal space. 
The second assertion follows from the estimates 
(11) h(coA,coB)5h(A,B) 
and 
(12) h(ci A, ci B) 5 h(A, B) 
for the Hausdorff distance on the class of all A, B E BdCl( Y) containing only 
selections of fixed compact-valued m&is. 0 
We are now going to study the continuity of the superposition operator (3) 
in ideal spaces. To this end, some definitions are in order. Given an ideal space 
XC S(l& fRk), by X0 we denote the regular part of X, consisting of all elements 
x6X with absolutely continuous norm, i.e. 
PO as in (9). The space X is called regular if X0=X, quasi-regular if suppxo = 
supp, (with supp, denoting the vector support of X, see [l]), and completely 
irregular if X0 = (0) ( see [26], [27]). For example, in case Q=@ (i.e. the 
measure p is atomic-free), the Lebesgue space X=L,(Q R) is regular for 
1 up< 00, while X=L,(Q R) is completely irregular. The subspace X0 allows 
a very convenient compactness criterion: a sequence x, E X0 converges in norm 
to XEX (actually, XEX’) if and only if x, converges to x in measure and 
(14) ~ ;;m o sup II%% /Ix = 0, * - n 
i.e. the elements x,, have uniformly absolutely continuous norms. By Ax we 
denote the A-support of an ideal space X, defined by 
(15) ~x(~)=~~~~~xl(~): llxllx~ 11, 
where [x] is the multi (6), and the supremum is taken with respect to the natural 
ordering of measurable functions. In general, A,(s) is a (strict) subset of 
supp,&). However, if 52 = Qc and X is quasi-regular, then A,(s) =supp,(s) 
for almost all s E Q. 
It is clear that there should be some “interaction” between the properties of 
the multi f on Q x lRm, on the one hand, and corresponding properties of the 
superposition operator Nfin X, on the other. Given a non-empty open subset 
G of an ideal space XCS(S2, I!?), let 
(16) 6(G)= u {(s,u):sEQ,~E~R~, ~u-xo(s)~ rd,(s)}, 
bll. 0 
where the union is taken over all pairs (x~,~)E G x (0, m) such that the ball 
~~x-xo~lx~r is contained in G. It is clear that 6(G) contains the graph of every 
function XE G (up to some null set). 
Recall that a subset M of an ideal space XcS(!Z, Rk) is called U-bounded if 
there exists an infra-semiunit @ in X (see [ 141, [15]) such that all elements of 
M are measurable selections of @. In the scalar case k = 1, this simply amounts 
to saying that M is order-bounded. 
LEMMA 6. Let G be a non-empty open subset of an ideal space XC S(Q, P), 
and f: s2x lRM -+ Cp(P’) a Caratheodory multi on 6(G). Suppose that the 
superposition operator Nf generated by f maps G into Bd Cl( Y), where 
YC S(Q R”) is an ideal space. Then Nr maps any U-bounded set MC G into a 
U-bounded set Nf(M) = U { Nf(x) : x E M} c Y. 
PROOF. Given an infra-semiunit @ in X, we have to show that the set 
(17) P = u { Nf(x) : x(s) E Q(s) for almost all s E Q} 
is U-bounded in Y. Since f: Q x I?" --+ Cp(U?“) is Caratheodory, the multi Y 
defined by 
Y(s) = u {f (s, u) : 24 E @c93 
is measurable and takes compact values, i.e. YEE(Q,C~(IR”)). By Lemma 2 
(or the remark preceding Lemma 2), we have that also coci YEES(Q,CP(IR”)). 
We claim that all measurable selections of coci Y belong to Y. In fact, let 
first y(s) E Y(s) for almost all s E Q. By the classical Filippov implicit function 
lemma ([S], see also [5]) for Caratheodory multis, we may find a measurable 
selection @ of @ such that y(s) Ef (s, Q(s)) for almost all s E Q, hence y E Y. Thus, 
every measurable selection y of Y belongs to Y. By the first statement of 
Lemma 5, the same is true for every measurable selection of coci Y. We con- 
clude that all elements of the set (17) are measurable selections of the infra- 
semiunit coci Y in Y, and so we are done. 0 
LEMMA 7. Let G be a non-empty open subset of an ideal space XC S(Q, IR”‘), 
and f: Qx IR” + Cp(lR”) a sup-measurable multi on 6(G). Suppose that, 
whenever x,, is a U-bounded sequence in X converging in measure to x E X, the 
sequence N,(x,) converges in Bd Cl( Y) to Nf(x). Then there exists a 
Caratheodory multi f”: Q x Rm -+ Cp(fR”) such that f and f are sup-equivalent 
on 6(G). 
PROOF. For the sake of simplicity, we assume that G =X. Let @ : I2 -+ 
Cl Cv(lR”) be a unit in X such that every measurable selection @ of @ belongs 
to the unit ball B,(X) of X, and @j(s) is a balanced subset of P” for almost 
every sEQ (see [14]). Let 
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(18) Q~(s, u)=inf{A : A >O, 2.4 E A@(s)} 
denote the corresponding Minkowski functional, and put 
fk(S u) = 
if 24 E k@(s), 
if u $ k@(s) 
(k = 1,2,3, . ..). Now, if (x,,), is a sequence in X which converges in measure to 
XEX, the sequence (Nfk(x,)), converges in Bd CI( Y) to IVJk(x), by assump- 
tion, since the set of all functions 
i?n (s) = 
XII (s) if x,(s) E k@(s), 
kx,(s)Q;l(s,x,(s)) if x,(s)$k@(s) 
is U-bounded in X. By Theorem 2, there exists a Caratheodory multi & : D x 
R” --t Cl(P) such that fk and fk are sup-equivalent on the set 
Applying Lemma 4 to f =yk on Ak and g =-1”J on Aj, for any j? k, we conclude 
that f is sup-equivalent to some Caratheodory function f” on the whole set 
A = $2 x IF. This proves the statement of Lemma 7. 0 
We remark that it suffices to require the convergence of Nf(xn) to A$-(x) in 
Cl(S(Q, R”)) in the statement of Lemma 7, since Bd Cl(Y) is continuously im- 
bedded in Cl(S(Q, R”)). The following two lemmas give useful information on 
“approximate” selections and will be needed below for proving our main con- 
tinuity result. 
LEMMA 8. Let @, YES(Q, Cp(@>). Then for every selection y~S(i2, Rk) of 
@ and every 17 > 0 there exists a selection z E S(0, lRk) of Y such that 
(19) ly(s) -z(s)1 5 (1 + rl)h+(@(s), y(s)) 
for almost all s E Q. 
PROOF. Let q>O. By the definition (1) of h+(A, B) we have 
h’(@(s), Y(s))?dist(y(s), Y(s))= inf 1 y(s)-zj. 
i E Y(3) 
Further, the function 6 defined by 6(s) = dist (y(s), Y(s)) is measurable, since 
s(s)=inf{Iy(s)-z,(s)I:n=1,2,...}, 
where {z,,z2, . . . ,z,, . ..} is any Castaing representation ([5], [6]) of Y. Define a 
multi K : 12 -+ CI(fRk) by 
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Since K is obviously measurable, we may find a selection z E S(sZ, lRk) of K; 
this selection satisfies 
IY(s)-z(s)1 s(l +t1)d(s) 
5 (1 + V)h+(@(s), Y(s)) 
as claimed. 0 
LEMMA 9. Let YcS(Q, Rk) be a regular ideal space, @ an infra-semiunit in 
Y, and a,, = a,,(s) a sequence of non-negative functions converging in S(f2, R) to 
0. Then for every E >0 there exists a natural number N= N(E) such that, for 
any sequence @,, E S(Q, lRk) of selections of @ with I@,,(s)1 I a,(s), one has 
II&Ilyle for n?N. 
The proof of Lemma 9 may be found in [ 151. 
5. CONTINUITY IN IDEAL SPACES 
We are now in a position to state our main result on the continuity of the 
superposition operator (3) between two ideal spaces. 
THEOREM 3. Let G be a non-empty open subset of an ideal space 
XCs(i& R”), and let f: Sz x P + Cp(P’) be a sup-measurable mufti on 6(G). 
Suppose that the superposition operator Nf generated by f maps G into 
Bd Cl(Y), where YCS(Q, I?“) is an ideal space. Then the following holds. 
(a) If Nf if continuous on G, and G is contained in the regular part X0 of X, 
there exists a Carathkodory m&if: Q x Rm + Cp(R”) such that f andyare 
sup-equivalent on 6(G). 
(b) Conversely, if f is sup-equivalent o some Carathkodory multi f on 6(G) 
and the space Y is regular, then Nf is continuous on G. 
PROOF. To prove (a), we show that the hypotheses of Lemma 7 are satisfied. 
Thus, let x,, be a U-bounded sequence in GcX” such that x,, -+ 0, say, in 
S(Q, R”). This means that there exists an infra-semiunit @ in X0 such that all 
functions x, are selections of @. By [14], [15] we have then 
(20) 
lim w lVJ~x,ll /1,(D)-0 n 
5 lim sup{ IIPD@l] : @(s) E G(s) for almost all sEI2) =O, 
UC,(D) - 0
since the functions x,, are selections of @, @ is an infra-semiunit in G, and G 
is included in X0. This shows that the elements x, have uniformly absolutely 
continuous norms (see (14)), and hence x,, + 0 in X. By hypothesis, Nf(xn) -+ 
NJ(O) in Bd Cl(Y), and the assertion follows from Lemma 7. 
Let us now prove (b). Without loss of generality, we may assume that 0 E G 
and f itself is a Caratheodory multi on 6(G). Suppose first that yfis not lower 
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semi-continuous at 0, say. Then we find a function y. E Nf(O) and a sequence 
(x,), such that [lx,,II <r2-” (where the ball B,(X) is contained in G), and no se- 
quence y, E Nf(x,,) converges to y. . The multi Cp = Crz, [x,] ([xl as in (6)) is 
then an infra-semiunit in X ([14], [15]), and the set A4 of all measurable selec- 
tions 4 of @ is trivially U-bounded in X and contained in the ball B,(X) (since 
jj@jI~C,“=, l~x,ll’rfor~~M).ByLemma6,thesetN~(M)=U(N~(x):x~M} 
is U-bounded in Y; this means that we may find an infra-semiunit Yin Y such 
that all elements of Nf(M) are measurable selections of Y. 
The convergence of x, to 0 in X implies, of course, the convergence of x, to 
0 in measure. By Theorem 2, we know that Nf(xn) + Nf(0) in S(Q, Cp(R”)). 
Moreover, by Lemma 8 we find y,, E Nf(xn) such that 
IYoW-Y,@)I 5 ~~+(f7s,O),f(s,x,(s))). 
This shows that (Y~)~ converges to y. in measure. 
On the other hand, again by [14], [15], we have 
(21) 
lim sup II~DY,II ~*(~)-O n
5 lim sup{ llPDwll : w(s) E Y(s) for almost all se Q} = 0, 
V,(D) - 0 
since the functions y, are selections of !P, !P is an infra-semiunit in Y, and Y 
is regular. Thus the elements y, have uniformly absolutely continuous norms 
(see (14)), and hence (y,), converges in Y to _vo. But this contradicts the 
assumption that no sequence y,, E Nf(xn) converges to yo, and thus NJ is lower 
semi-continuous at 0. 
Suppose now that Nf is not upper semi-continuous at 0. Then we find a 
sequence x,, such that )jx,ll <r-2-” (where the ball B,(X) is again contained in 
G), and a sequence y, E Nf(xn) such that dist( yn, Nf(0)) > E for some E > 0. By 
Lemma 8, we may choose a sequence z, E Nf(0) such that 
(22) lY,(+z,cQI St1 +&)h+(f(s,x,(S)),f(S,O)). 
Denote the scalar function on the right-hand side of (22) by a,(s). Since the 
non-negative sequence (a,), converges in measure to 0, and the functions 
y, - zn are obviously measurable selections of the infra-semiunit 2Y (y as in 
the first part of the proof), we conclude with Lemma 9 that IIyn -z,,II SE for n 
sufficiently large. But this contradicts the assumption that dist(y,, Nf(0)) > E, 
and thus Nf is upper semi-continuous at 0 as well. 0 
In rather the same way as Theorem 3 one may prove the following 
THEOREM 4. Let G be a non-empty open subset of a regular ideal space 
XC S(Q, I?“), and let f: Q x KY’ -+ Cp(lR”) be a sup-measurable multi on 6(G). 
Suppose that the superposition operator Nf generated by f maps G into 
Bd Cl(Y), where YcS(Q, R”) is an ideal space, and that NY(M) is U-bounded 
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in Y, whenever MC G is U-bounded in X. Then, if the multi f (s, . ) : P” + 
Cp(lR”) is lower semi-continuous (resp. upper semi-continuous) for almost all 
s E 52, the operator Nr : G + Bd Cl(Y) is lower semi-continuous (resp. upper 
semi-continuous) on G. 
As an immediate consequence of Theorem 4, one gets closedness results for 
the composition Ko NJ of the superposition operator (3) with some bounded 
linear operator K, as those stated in [5, Theorem 1.5.191. Such results are useful 
in proving existence of (nontrivial) solutions to multi-valued integral inclusions 
of Hammerstein type (see, e.g., [ll], [12], [17]), as well as to multi-valued 
differential inclusions (see, e.g., [4], [22], [23]). 
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